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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Abstract
This report presents a semi-supervised method to jointly extract audio-visual
sources from a scene. It consist of applying a supervised method to segment the
video signal followed by an automatic process to properly separate the audio
track.
This approach starts with the user interaction to select the audio-visual target
we want to cut. This labels the problem into two parts. One is the foreground,
the object we aim to extract. The background is the remaining content which
sets the other part.
The segmentation method will be performed over the video signal to split its
visual content into foreground and background. It is based on describing the
video information as a volume. It is composed of pixels and relationships among
them which set the features of the problem. This 3D structure can be interpreted
as a graph. Therefore the segmentation is achieved by applying a Graph Cuts
algorithm which provides the suitable results.
In this work the audio separation process is an automatic task. Due to this we
need to extract prior information from the audio-visual data available. Therefore
a link between audio and video channels is defined by an audio-visual motion
map. This is a video sequence which provides the amount of synchronous mo-
tion with the audio track. An audio-based video diffusion method have been
developed to obtain this kind of signal.
Applying the video segmentation labelling to the audio-visual motion map we
obtain the distribution of the amount motion into foreground and background.
According to the range of these values it is possible to asses when the corre-
sponding audio is on/off. At this point, audio samples of sources can be extract
when the audio activity is due to only one. This is the prior information to
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learn audio models by means of spectral GMM estimation to assess the audio
signals.
Finally the separation method is applied. It consist of looking for the more
suitable couple of states given the mixture spectrum of the total audio track.
Therefore we achieve the audio separation goal.
In this work we will study in detail all the stages towards the final aim of our
method, analyzing the performances of our approach.
1.2 Problem statement
Audio-visual sequences are signals which jointly present useful information to
process for different purposes. For instance, it is very attractive to think about
working with musical video clips where we can carry out artistic changes with
its audio-visual content.
From a point of view of signal processing these signals are commonly separated
to interpret and modify the data they provide. It is more interesting to try
to handle audio and video channels together in order to profit the maximum
information available. In order to do this a relationship to relate them must be
found. This can be intuitively perceived by the movement related to a source
of sound in a scene. Assessing the synchrony between these kind of events, the
audio-visual connection is discovered.
Thereby the challenge we decided to face in this work is performing a kind of
audio-visual processing to exploit the correspondence between audio and video
modalities. We provide an approach to handle an audio-visual sequence starting
from the video segmentation of its visual content. Furthermore video informa-
tion will be processed according to its audio content and the link between them.
The extracted information from both methods is jointly interpreted to finally
process the audio signal in order to achieve its separation.
Video segmentation face the problem of separating a moving foreground from a
not trivial moving background for practical purposes as pasting the result into
a new context. The foreground will be the selected object by the user into the
video. The background is the remaining part of the which can be composed
of several elements. Foreground and background can change its definition, but
we will assume for the rest of our work, our target will be the object. Our
aim will be to achieve an efficient video segmentation, this means with a user
interaction as minimal as possible. As we can read in [15] several approaches
have focused on solving this problem. Among them we will introduce briefly ,
the most meaningful of them, in the framework of our work.
Magic Wand is based on user-specified points or regions by means of an interface.
The procedure try to find out where they match according to color statistics
of the image separation. Finding a suitable result is sometimes difficult mainly
when colors of foreground and background overlap.
Intelligent Scissors shows the minimum cost path for a fixed ”minimum cost
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contour” of the object depicted by the user with the mouse. The main problem
appears if several minimal paths exist when this is applied in textured or un-
textured regions.
Bayes matting solves the problem with a “trimap” T = TB , TU , TF for fore-
ground, background and unknown regions given by an user interaction. This
information models colour distributions probabilistically to achieve high quality
mattes but only when unknown region is not too large and color distributions
are separated enough.
Poission matting works with trimaps as Bayes matting. It computes an alpha
matte by solving the second order equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions
and given assumptions over the gradient information. This is mentioned in [2]
too.
Graph Cut [8] is the method we have to highlight because is the basis of our
work. It take advantage of trimaps and probabilistic color models to obtain
satisfactory segmentations. It is powerful to extract the target even when fore-
ground and background have similar color distributions.
Level sets is a tool to minimize almost any energy function. It works with a
partial differential equation to compute a local minimum depending on initial-
ization. When Graph Cuts is able to do it exactly, that method will be most
suitable than this one.
Grab Cut algorithm introduces iterative estimation and incomplete labelling
contributions to the former Graph Cut method. This simplifies the user inter-
action considerably but can propagate segmenting errors hurting the segmenta-
tion results as it is explained in [2]
Between these and other graph-based techniques which aim to contribute new
features to this framework as it is analyzed in [5], we will apply Graph Cuts
first introduced in [8] and recently further developed in [6], to obtain a 3D
segmentation of a video signal as we stated before. Graph Cut is a method
which optimize a discrete energy function which combines region and boundary
properties of the selected regions. Furthermore it allows to include topologi-
cal constraints that naturally fit into our global optimization framework. This
is pointed in [5] It addresses the foreground/background interactive separation
via max-flow/min-cut formulation. We will use this system as the better tool
to process N-D signals and color images and videos. We will focus on this in
the corresponding Chapter.
The Audio processing part of our method exploits the audio-visual synchrony
between audio and video modalities. This is the key point of our audio sources
separation. For the audio modality we aim to do the same as for the video
modality. This means we want to separate the foreground audio source from
the background audio source. However we have to notice that one of the audio
targets can be composed of several audio tracks as it happens with the visual la-
bels. In the development of our work we will suppose this assumption is known,
and we do not explicitly refer to this concept, but when necessary.
Audio-visual analysis is based on the fact that visual information strongly con-
tributes to the interpretation of acoustic signals. This technique is enhancing
its importance because it is at the basis of a broad range of applications.
The main attempts to complete audio-visual source extraction using a video
signal and the corresponding soundtrack are explained in [14]. Among other
works, they revise the two main approaches developed in this field to obtain a
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complete audio-visual source separation. The attempt developed in [3] and the
study performed in [18] are based on assessing the correlation between audio
and video structures. The first one works with a relation of frequency formants
between audio and video elementary events defined as onesets. The second one
uses trajectories of “interest ” points to establish the relation between audio and
video. The method shown in [14] presents a novel non-linear diffusion process
as the first stage to the total audio separation. This procedure will give us the
periods of audio activity/inactivity for the problem sources computed from an
audio-visual motion map. This information will let us to extract training audio
samples for both when they are active alone. With the obtained data we can
estimate audio models for foreground and background by means of Gaussian
Mixture Models (GMM) as it is discussed in [14]. Finally we will asses the
audio track with the GMM models and we will get the desired audio separation.
Once we achieve the total result we can process the separated target to com-
posed new video signals adding the desired audio-visual foreground into a new
background.
1.3 Overview
The algorithm overview of our system will let us to present how we have ad-
dressed the structure of our work.
The main targets of our method are audio-visual sequences signals in which two
or more sound sources as musicians are mixed. One of them sets the foreground.
The rest will be labelled as background.
The challenge would be to separate both, in an audio-visual sense. We will
apply the corresponding algorithms to both modalities following the necessary
assumptions to achieve the desired results. For the suitable audio extraction,
there two requirements that the features of our input signal have to respect.
First we assume that there is at least one audio-visual source in the background.
It will allow to perform the detection of audio activity of sources.
Second assumption is audio-visual sources for foreground and background alter-
nate between on/off states. This condition will let us to detect periods during
which audio-visual sources are active alone and periods during which they are
mixed. Thereby we will be able to learn audio models which lead to the au-
dio separation of our targets. The method has been performed in several steps
which can be mainly classified as video and audio stages.
The flow diagram of our work is illustrated in Figure 1.1.
In a first step towards our aim, the video segmentation procedure is applied to
the input video signal. At this starting point, it is necessary the user interaction
in order to provide the prior information of the sources. The user must draw the
basic seeds or rough scribbles over the visual content. It will label the regions
of interest as foreground and background for the rest of the process. Because of
this reason our work is characterized as a semi-supervised technique.
The segmentation acts defining the video volume as a 3D structure. This can
be interpreted as a graph composed of pixels and the link among them set its
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Figure 1.1: Semi-supervised extraction of audio-visual sources Flow Diagram
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features. An energy function is assigned to the graph connections which is com-
posed of regional and boundary information for the pixels. Thus, the video
segmentation is described by a Graph Cut technique which solves the problem
by minimizing this energy function. Our approach presents two new features
recently estimated by comparing with former methods.
The first one is a novel formulation of the regional term of the energy function.
This will let us to outperform the results obtained by previous studies as the
ones developed in [8].
The second one consists on splitting the video-signal in 3D Block of Frames
(BOF). This feature will allow us to work faster and easier with a huge amount
of pixels. It means we will be able to process sequences with the suitable length
for our purposes. The idea of the procedure is to segment one BOF and extend
the result to the following one. This will be achieved sharing one frame between
each neighboring BOF. For the first BOF, the foreground and background prior
information is manually given by the user as we introduced before. However
for the remaining BOF the method will profit the resulting segmentation of the
shared frame with the previous block. According to this, the labelling and the
evaluation of the initial data of our regions is obtained automatically. Further-
more, this way of processing the video-signal gives us the chance to improve the
resulting segmentation for each BOF. It will be done by the user supervision
again, adding more labelling information, and applying segmentation again, be-
fore its propagation. Despite this we will try to achieve the ideal result reducing
as much as possible the user effort.
We will study the method in Chapter 2.
At the same time, and given the video signal and the audio track as inputs,
we can deal with the procedure to link the audio and video channels. Audio-
based video diffusion is a procedure to find its correspondence by estimating
the synchrony between them. This will be performed as a boundary problem
controlled by a scalar-valued diffusion coefficient which we have to solve. Thus,
movements non correlated to the sound are eroded whereas motion with an
important coherence with the audio track is preserved.
Therefore we obtain a diffused video which will be applied to a temporal gradient
procedure. As a result we will have a useful audio-visual motion map, the motion
interpretation of the audio track .
Using this information and the video segmentation we can face the procedure
of audio activity detection. The cutting mask for foreground and background is
applied over the audio-visual motion map. We compute the amount of motion
which corresponds to each of the sources at each interval. According to the
relation between the range of motion values and acoustic events, the periods of
audio activity are finally extracted.
This will be analyzed in detail in Chapter 3.
Next,the result of the audio-activity detection will be profited to provide the
audio samples where sources are playing alone from the original audio signal .
These values will be the training points for our audio GMM estimation. With
this information will build audio models. Assessing the audio track matching
for each source, finally our remaining objective of separating audio targets is
achieve.
This challenging process will be explained in Chapter 4.
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Explained the methodology to solve our problem, we will focus on the Graphical
User Interface which we have designed as the essential tool to manage this semi-
supervised process. It integrates all the procedures in order to provide the jointly
extraction of audio-visual sources.
It will be addressed in Chapter 5.
Chapter 6 summarizes the practical work carried out in order to test and assess
our process.
Finally Chapter 7 will presents the conclusions and future scenario of the whole
work.
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Chapter 2
Semi-supervised extraction
of the visual content of the
source
2.1 Introduction
The first step of our approach consists of handling a video signal by applying
a segmentation procedure. Our goal is to separate the visual content of each
video frame into two regions. One region is the foreground which identifies
the visual component of the audio-visual element we aim to extract. Only one
object will be included into this region as we discussed in the introduction, to
achieve our purposes. Considering the kind of sequences we work with, the
foreground would be an audio-visual source as a musician, a singer or a simple
source of sound as a speaker. The other region is the background composed
of the remaining visual content. This means the background will contain the
rest of the audio-visual sources of the video signal. They will be the same
elements as we have pointed out for foreground. Therefore in order to perform
our video segmentation procedure, prior information about the audio-visual
targets is required and user interaction is essential. User has to label the visual
content of the video as foreground and background as the starting point of our
process.
Once the objective of video segmentation of a video signal is explained we have
to find out how to solve our problem. A video signal can be represented as a
volume composed of frames along the time. Numerically this can be built as
graph of nodes and connections. Pixels will be the nodes and the links between
them set the connections of the graph. An energy function will be assessed
according to relationships between pixels and this will be assigned into the
graph. Then the video segmentation will be carried out as a procedure over
the corresponding graph in order to achieve the suitable cut. Thereby our aims
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will be to find out the appropriate methods to built the graph, to perform its
cut and to achieve the most accurate results taking advantage of the features of
the procedure provided. Furthermore we try to solve it as efficiently as possible
according to the user supervision.
2.2 Formulation of the problem: Graph Cuts
As we introduced in the previous Section, in the first step of our method we
work with a video signal in order to extract a foreground from a remaining
background selected by the user.
When we try to face our objective of video segmentation we find a 3D problem
which will be given by the video frames segmentation over the time. We work
with color intensities, space and time. This 3D structure is transformed into a
graph.
A graph G is defined as a pair {V, ε}, where V is a set of vertices, and ε is a set
of edges between the vertices ε = {(u, v)|u, v ∈ V}.
A weighted graph is a graph having a weight associated to each edge.
In our framework, vertices are pixels and the relationships among them will
build the weighted edges of our graph. Some algorithms as the one we use to
solve the problem, require all weights to be integer and positive.
Our graph will be represented by an adjacency-matrix, an vxv matrix, where v
is the number of vertices and the entry at {i,j} is the weight of the edge if there
is a relation from vertex i to vertex j; otherwise the entry is 0.
Also our graph is undirected, we have the same entry in {i,j} and {j,i} so we
can use an upper triangular matrix to build the adjacency-matrix.
Using this formulation for our problem, the segmentation of one region from
a video signal is translated into a cut over its graph as we can read in [?].
It will consist of finding a cutting path such as it minimizes certain function
implemented in the weighted edges of the graph. Therefore the vertices and
the edges will be separated into two mutually exclusive sets: S whose points are
called sources and T whose points are called sinks. These labelled and separated
regions form the cut.
In weighted graphs, the weight, or the capacity, of a cut is the sum of weights
of the edges that have exactly one endpoint in each of the two sets.
Then, the problem of finding the minimum weighted cut in a graph is called
Minimum Cut Problem. Furthermore as we can learn in [?] too, finding the
minimum cut over a graph is equivalent to find a maximum flow through it. If
s is the source and t the sink in a graph G, the Maximum Flow - Minimum Cut
theorem says:
Max− Flow(s, t) = Min− Cut(s, t)
This means,our problem will be to find out the maximum amount of flow capable
to pass from a source into a sink via a network following the model of flows in
a graph as a water conduit in pipe networks as explained in [?]. The theory
about Water flow in networks is defined by:
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“ Suppose we have a water source, a sink and a network of pipes
relating them. We accept that the source can give (and the sink can
receive) an unlimited amount of water. Supposing the unlimited ca-
pacity for the source and the sink, the problem is only constrained
by the capacity of the network. The capacity of each pipe is pro-
portional to its diameter. In this network, there will be obstructions
in some pipes. To pass from to the source to the sink, water must
absolutely take one of these obstructed pipes. In an intuitive case, if
all the pipes are full, the flow is equal to the sum of their capacities.
In particularly, the obstruction corresponds to a set of pipes, which
separates the source from the sink, and the sum of its capacities is
equal to the maximum flow capable to pass from the source to the
sink. Once the flow is maximal, we are in the situation where all the
pipes of obstruction are full (saturated).
In other words, the theorem states that the maximum flow in a net-
work is dictated by its bottleneck.
Between any two nodes, the quantity of material flowing from one to
the other cannot be greater than the weakest set of links somewhere
between the two nodes.”
Then our segmentation has been formulated as the problem of finding a min-
imum cut - maximum flow through our video graph. Thus, we have to find
out how to face this question. The Push-Relabel algorithm will be a suitable
method to solve our problem [?]:
“ Suppose that the graph can be represented as follow: the source s
is on the top and the sink t is at the bottom.
For each vertex we can define its height. Assigning to the source the
maximum height V and setting the minimum height 0 to the sink,
each vertex will have a height given by:
Height(s) = V,Height(t) = 0, φ(u, v) > 0 =⇒ Height(u) > Height(v)
.
We send water from the source down to the sink.
In each vertex, water in excess will flow to the vertices at smaller
height, constrained with the capacity of the edge relating the two
vertices.
After each operation, water will be in a lower vertex, and the excess
is reduced in the upper vertex. We track water until arriving to the
sink t. The algorithm stops when there is no excess in any vertex.
In other words, the heights of nodes (except s and t) are adjusted,
and flow is sent between vertices, until all possible flow has reached
t.
Then we continue increasing the height of internal nodes until all
the flow that went into the network, but did not reach t, has flowed
back into s. Let ε(u) = P (V, u), ε(u) is called the excess of vertex u,
which is the difference between the in and out flows of the vertex u.
Now, the total amount which can flow into a vertex can be bigger
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than the flow out of the vertex (the principle of flow conservation is
no longer respected). This is the notion of pre-flow is introduced by
(Karzanov, 1974). which clarifies the excess concept.
A vertex u which belongs V − {s, t} is called overflowed if ε(u) > 0.
The algorithm overview of the general implementation of the Push-
Relabel algorithm is shown in [?], as well as the Push and the Relabel
operations defined in (Goldberg and Tarjan, 1988).”
The Push-Relabel algorithm is one of the most efficient algorithms to compute
a maximum flow. The general algorithm complexity is O(v2e) [9], where v is
the number of vertices in V and e is the number of edges in E . In our work,
we use an implementation of Push-Relabel algorithm proposed by [11], which is
included in Boost Graph Library1 [17].
2.3 Features: the energy function
We have established the basis of our video segmentation problem as minimiza-
tion of a discrete function assigned to a weighted and undirected graph. It can
be directly computed with an exact graph-based optimization procedure. We
apply the Graph Cuts method, which will solve the problem applying the Push
Relabel Algorithm to perform a Maximum flow - Minimum Cut. Now we have
to set the features to our problem in order to deal with its resolution.
The segmentation can be formulated as a labelling problem [7].
The objective is to find such a labelling f that assigns to each pixel p  P a label
fp  L, where f is both piecewise smooth and consistent with the observed data.
Labelling is a map from P into L:
f : P −→ L : sp −→ fp = f(sp) = li
In our work we perform a hard segmentation thus our labels are binary fp ∈
{0, 1} where:
“1”:this is the value which represents the foreground label.
“0”:this is the value associated to the background label.
In our framework we work with z = (z1, .., zp, zP) as the set of pixels in the
RGB color space that compose a 3D video fragment. As we stated before, we
fix our labels as foreground (our selected visual object) and background (the
remaining visual content of the video file). Then the graph which implements
the labelling problem consists of G =< V, ε > It is composed of a set of vertices V
corresponding to our image pixels. In addition two of them are labelled as special
nodes, the one which identifies the foreground F and the one which identifies
the background B. The set of graph edges will be given by the relationships
between neighboring pixels (N -links) as well as by the relationships between
each pixel and the labelling nodes (T -links). We will set four spatial neighboring
pixels and two temporal neighboring pixels for each one. We will consider this
situation changes at graph borders and corners and removing non-existent links
the structure will be adapt. Finally the features of the edges between the pixels
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will build the undirected weights of the graph. They translate the meaning of
the segmentation process into the labelling problem of the graph.
Therefore our aim will be to perform a labelling f that minimizes a function
defined by the energy relationships among the pixels of our graph:
E(f) = Eboundary(f) + Eregional(f) (2.1)
This is the ”Gibbs” energy which will be the function associated to the edges
of our graph.
This function E is defined so that its minimum should correspond to a right
segmentation, in the sense that it is guided both by the observed tendency to
solidity of objects and by foreground and background color distributions.
The first term Eboundary(f) measures the similarity in terms of intensity between
neighboring pixels. This is the characteristic weight associated to N-Links. This
energy encourages coherence in regions of similar intensity level. This quantity
will give us information about the shapes into the image. We could state that
a change of object can be translated into an important difference of intensity
between neighboring pixels or edges.
We define Eboundary as:
Eboundary(f) = Σp,qNBp,qδfp 6=fp (2.2)
The boundary term is defined by:
Bp,q = β
1
dist(p, q)
exp(
− ‖ (zp − zq) ‖2
2σ2
) (2.3)
Where:
β = 100: this is a constant which we use to set the range of boundary weight
values; we have estimated an appropriate range between [0,100].
dist(p, q) = 1: this is the Euclidean distance between pixels;
It is set to 1 in this work because as we said we work with neighboring pixels
so the distance between them is 1.
‖ (zp − zq) ‖: this is the norm 2 for intensity pixels in the RGB color space
which are handled as 3D points.
σ2 =<‖ (zp − zq) ‖2>: this is the expectation operator for the intensity of all
the pixels we are working with.
This boundary function assigns a big penalization to pixels with similar intensi-
ties, i.e. ‖ (zp − zq) ‖< σ. However, it sets the penalization to low values when
the intensities for the pixels are very different, i.e. ‖ (zp − zq) ‖> σ.
In this framework of boundary relations, it remains to specify the meaning of
the T-links. These are the connections from pixels to labelled regions. We set
one pixel into each region as its main point and we link the other ones to them
with a harder weight. These are the called hard constraints. We assume that F
and B denote the subsets of pixels a priori known to be a part of “foreground”
and “background” correspondingly. As we explained before these information
is provided by the user interaction to define the audio-visual regions which aim
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to separate. Naturally, the subsets F ⊂ P and B ⊂ P are such that F ∩ B = 0
So, we can defined the hard constraints by:
∀p ∈ F : fp = “foreground′′ (2.4)
∀p ∈ B : fp = “background′′ (2.5)
This means, when hard constraints are provided, it is known a priori, they belong
to foreground or background unquestionably. In order to link hard constraints
to the main pixels of labelled regions we assign a weight to their edges defined
by:
ε{p,F | B} = H = 601 (2.6)
We have tested the better choice to link hard constraints is 601 for our purposes.
Ability to incorporate hard constraints is one of the most interesting features of
our segmentation method.
There is a lot of flexibility in how these hard constraints can be used to adjust
the algorithm for different tasks.
The hard constraints can be set either manually or automatically. Manually as
user does to assign the prior information of the labelling problem and even to
improve the segmentation results as we will explain. Automatically to profit
the cutting mask to propagate the segmentation as will see in next steps of our
process.
As we can learn in the literature related with Graph Cuts, the segmentation
provided over our graph applying Maximum-flow/Minimum-Cut algorithm can
be written as: S = R + F
S is the graph matrix we aim to cut with its features described as nodes and
links.
F is the flow matrix with the values of used capacities into graph edges to com-
pute the minimum cut.
R is the residual matrix with the values of unused capacities of the graph edges
which provides the data to obtain the cut applying an algorithm over of finding
minimum paths.
We can notice that re-writing the obtained information we can define the matrix
R as: R = S− F
When we apply a re-segmentation over the current cut, this means to update the
data structure for the graph. Analyzing the arithmetical relationship between
matrix this can be extended to the residual matrix for the cut:
Rupdated = Supdated − Foptimal
Thus we can notice the improving cut can be performed without recomputing
the whole solution from scratch. The only requirement is assigning the proper
conversions to entries of matrix Rupdated to respect the assumptions of weights
in our graph [13]. Then we can proceed to solve the re-segmentation problem
applying the algorithm of finding the optimal path over this matrix we have
found.
This new approach of the re-segmentation of a graph cut involves a great reduc-
tion for the timing requirements of applying a cut. Thus this is feature would
be interesting to develop as an improvement over the segmentation task in order
to overcome the limitations related to time.
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The second term Eregional(f) evaluates how the color information of one pixel
fits into the color models of our segmentation regions. This value will provide
information about the probability of one pixel of belonging to each part of our
binary labelling.
Eregional(f) = λΣRp(f))∀p (2.7)
The constant λ can control the relative importance of the energy terms; bigger
values of λ give more importance to this feature. In our work we have fixed
λ = 0.05 because we have estimated this is the proper value to rely on the
boundary term and avoid to make segmentation worse when color information
of foreground and background is similar.
The regional term is defined by:
Rp(f = F) = γf(ln(Pr(zp|ΛF ))) (2.8)
Rp(f = B) = γf(ln(Pr(zp|ΛB))) (2.9)
Where:
Pr(zp|ΛF ): this is the conditioned probability for a pixel p to belong to the
foreground/background given their color models.
ln(Pr(zp|ΛF )): this is the Neperian logarithm of the computed probabilities.
f(ln(Pr(zp|ΛF ))): this is a function which acts over the mentioned logarithm
to change our working range from ]-∞,0] to [0,1],where:
“0”:represents the lowest probability for the color of pixel zp of fitting into the
considered color model ΛF or ΛB.
“1”:represents the highest probability for the color of pixel zp of matching the
given color model ΛF or ΛB.
γ = 100: this is a constant which acts over the range [0,1] of the regional term in
order to get the suitable weight values; we choose 100 as we did for the boundary
term; however we have to notice the range will be adjusted to [0,5] due to the
effect of the λ parameter.
At this point we will have to focus on the method that we apply to model the
color distributions of our labelling problem. It will be assessed by means of
Gaussian Mixture Models.
We take advantage of Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) because we work on
RGB colour space and so it is impractical to construct adequate colour space
histograms [16] and GMMs are more robusts. Consequently, we use the contrast-
sensitive GMMs to generate models for two layers color images (foreground and
background) in order to get the simplest probabilistic model for interactive
segmentation as it is discussed in [4].
The underlying assumption is that the colors of the pixels are generated by
a mixture of Gaussians. Each GMM, one for the foreground and other for the
foreground, is taken to be a full-covariance Gaussian mixture with K components
(typically K = 5). Considering the conditioned probability for a pixel p to belong
to the foregroung/backgroung we can define:
p(zp | Λi) = ΣkwikK(µik,Σik) (2.10)
Learning a Gaussian mixture model is, in essence, an unsupervised clustering
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edge weight for
{p, q} Bp,q p, q ∈ N
{p,F} λf(ln(Pr(zp | Λf))) p ∈ Pl, p /∈ Fl ∪ Bl
H p ∈ Fl
0 p ∈ Fl
{p,B} λf(ln(Pr(zp | Λb))) p ∈ Pl, p /∈ Fl ∪ Bl
0 p ∈ Fl
H p ∈ Fl
Table 2.1: Proposed weight assignment for the graph
task. The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [10] is used to determine
the maximum likelihood parameters which define a mixture of k Gaussians in
the feature space:
Λi = {ωik, µik,Σik}Kk=1 (2.11)
where:
k: this is the index for each Gaussian composing the mixture.
ωk, µk,Σk: these parameters denotes the weight, mean and covariance matrix
obtained for each Gaussian.
K:this is the number of Gaussians which models the input data, in our case,
the foreground and background color distributions. We have estimated that the
most suitable value for our purposes is K = 5 This value K is of great importance
in accurate representation of a given input. Ideally, K represents the value that
best suits the natural number of groups present in the input. The suitable value
for K is based on a trade-off between performance and number of parameters
used for describing the mixture distribution.
The EM algorithm will be the iterative method to obtain the parameters set of
the GMMs given its current estimation in two steps. Using EM, the parameters
representing the Gaussian mixture are found. A brief description of the EM
algorithm is explained in [12].
Global fitting is a time-consuming process. The time required to assess the
GMM on the entire video sequence is a limiting factor for the length of the
sequence that can be modelled with this technique in one step. In order to find
out the way to avoid this limitation we have studied other algorithms to perform
the same task.
The Improved Fast Gauss Transform (IFGT) aims to efficiently estimate sums of
Gaussians in higher dimensions, where a new multivariate expansion scheme and
an adaptive space subdivision technique dramatically improve the performance
[1]. The improved FGT has been applied to the mean shift algorithm achieving
linear computational complexity. It would be possible to develop a future version
of our system according to this new way to face this part.
Finally to sum up, according to the defined energy function, the weights of the
graph edges which translates the meaning of the segmentation problem into the
graph cut are summarized in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: One frame extracted from a sequence of the kind of video signals
we work with and its corresponding labelling provided by the user; red scribbles
are sources (seeds which identify the foreground) and blue scribbles are sinks
(seeds which identify the background).
2.4 Methodology: solving the problem
Once we have stablish our video segmentation problem and its features we will
show the methodology that we will follow to solve it.
Our algorithm requires a video-signal as input.
As we explained from the beginning, our method is a semi-supervised pro-
cess.This means a user is the responsible for setting the initial data.
Either seeds or scribbles have to be provided as hard constraints to identify
foreground and background labels. At least there must be one of those pixels in
each region as the main point and therefore we will link the other ones to them
with a harder weight as we state before because we a priori know they belong
to its region with no doubts.
These clusters of pixels can be set in any frame of the current group in the
algorithm because we work with the video-signal as a 3D structure. We can
illustrate this stage of our process with an example in in Figure 2.1.
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Given the required information to apply the video segmentation, the video-
signal and the labelled regions (foreground/background), it is necessary to focus
on how we are going to address the problem. We split the whole video signal
into a sequence of blocks of frames (BOF). They are overlapping and identically
sized but the last group which can have a different size. This division will
provide several benefits to our approach. The overlapping structure of BOF
will allow to propagate the segmentation of one group into the next one. Each
neighboring pair of blocks share one video-frame. Once the segmentation of one
group is achieved, its last frame is shared with the next group to fix its first
frame. Then, the segmentation of this frame will be used to set prior information
of the labelling as hard constraints. Furthermore we can take advantage of the
graph structure. We build the triangular upper adjacency matrix for the graph
using sparse representation to save memory and time. The first block matrix is
compute and we reused for the whole remaining groups but the last. This let
us to save time and operations. Finally we have to highlight this methodology
allows to process video-sequences step by step of bigger length, to build a total
result. Otherwise it is not feasible to handle a huge amount of pixels because we
are restricted by limits of amount of data of our tools (Maximum-flow algorithm
only process one million of points as we will show in the practical implementation
of our method).
As a starting step of our algorithm we have to compute the structure matrix of
the graph as a volume of pixels in the space-time domain. Spatially each pixel
is connected to the four neighboring ones, on the top, on the back, on the left
and on the right into the same frame. In the time domain each pixel is linked to
the one at the same position into the previous frame and the following frame.
This has to be stored for next BOFs but the last. It can have a different size so
in that case we recompute this.
Next we have to asses the boundary weights for this structure using the bound-
ary term of our approach for RGB intensity of pixels. In addition we set the
initial hard constraints for foreground and background, linking them to the main
point of the labelled regions. The main point is fixed as the first provided for
each one.
Last step of this part of our algorithm is based on computing the regional term of
the energy function which give us the video segmentation. It consists of training
the GMMs for foreground and background color distributions with initial hard
constraints. Therefore the GMMs parameters are estimated. With this informa-
tion log-likelihood for each pixel is computed following both models, foreground
and background. By applying the function which acts over these results to set
the right range of its values, we find the appropriate weights. Finally we assign
them to the corresponding links to our matrix structure.
Now, we will proceed to perform foreground/background segmentation via max-
flow/min-cut energy minimization over our graph.
Therefore the resulting hard segmentation is given as graph cut represented by
a 1D binary matrix composed of pixels which fit into the foreground represented
by 1s and pixels which fit into the background represented by 0s. Results of
applying the cutting mask over the visual content of the input video signal are
shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Segmentation of one frame: foreground is depicted in the RGB color
space; background is shown in gray scale; a black contour is drawn to better
observe the difference between them.
As it is explained in [5] our segmentation results either may have isolated regions
or may also contain holes. Our algorithm allows very efficient editing of segmen-
tation results, if necessary. The optimal segmentation can be efficiently provided
if some hard constraints (seeds or scribbles) are added or removed manually by
the user as the initial hard constraints. Our algorithm efficiently adjusts the
current segmentation without recomputing the whole graph from scratch. We
perform the cut adding only the hard weights of the new constraints to the
stored matrix of the last graph. Therefore we obtain a re-segmentation which
means an improvement over the last result. This a mechanism to control and
supervise the quality of process.
When the desired segmentation is achieved we will proceed to extend the la-
belling of the regions to the next group of frames. We profit the cutting mask
of the last frame of the processed BOF. These will be the first frame with the
hard constraints assigned automatically to apply the procedure to next group
of frames. To avoid errors, in case labelling is not accurate enough, we will
build a trimap. We will dilate and erode the segmentation cut and the margin
between foreground and background limits is defined as unclassified. Only the
labelled values will be assigned. In addition, training regions for foreground and
background color models will be assessed according to the segmentation results.
Video tubes composed of all the previous BOF already segmented will be used
to set the training points to better estimate color GMMs with more informa-
tion. These video tubes will be dilate and erode as we did to define the initial
data for each BOF. Thus we will allow again an unclassified region in order to
avoid errors at the segmentation borders. Thereby we are able to estimate more
accurate GMMs for the color distributions of our regions. Finally we are able
to perform the propagation of the segmentation.
Following this methodology over the total amount of BOF which compose our
video-sequence we can achieve the total video segmentation. We have to point
out this can be performed, applying the propagation procedure over each BOF
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step-by-step or over the total succession of BOF in one step. Propagation step by
step allows the user to supervise the process, improving the segmentation after
each step. However segmentation one step is an automatic and uncontrolled
process.
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Chapter 3
Link between audio and
video channels
3.1 Introduction
The objective of this approach is to extract an audio-visual source from a video-
signal. To reach our aim we have started from the separation of our targets
from the video signal. We have achieved to perform a segmentation method
to split it into two regions labelled by the user. Therefore the original signal
is now classified as a foreground (the selected source) and a background (the
remaining content).
Considering this condition we have to take advantage of the video information
to find the method to translate the segmentation into the audio track.
Intuitively for the kind of sequences we work with, an audio event is associated
to a visual movement of its corresponding source. To illustrate this we can
think about a guitarist who moves the hands to produce the sound or a person
speaking or singing who moves the lips to originate the audio signal. This
meaningful fact can be profited to stablish the link between audio and video
channels.
In our approach this will be carried out by extracting the motion of the video
signal correlated to the audio track.
These results give us the key to find out the periods of audio activity of the
signal for the sources we have. Finally processing this data, we will be able to
estimate the separation of the audio signals.
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3.2 Audio-Visual Diffusion
3.2.1 Introduction
As we can read in [?] Audio-visual analysis aims to put together information
coming from audio and video channels. The aim of this section is to perform
a method to extract video movements related to the sound. Therefore, using
the segmentation information of the visual content we will be able to translate
this into the audio signal and find out the audio activity which belongs to each
labelled part.
The procedure we have performed over the video signal is homogeneously diffu-
sion of parts whose motion is not coherent with a synchronously recorded audio
track. Therefore, video movement related with audio events will be enhance
and located into the diffused signal whereas not synchronous motion should ap-
pear eroded in this resulting signal. Thus when in next section we work with
the video amount of motion corresponding to the audio events ,only the right
information will be taken into account.
In our algorithm we will take advantage of the method developed in [?] which
is able to develop a non-linear video diffusion process controlled by a diffusion
coefficient that it is a function of the synchrony between audio energy and video
motion at each point of the video signal.
3.2.2 Describing the procedure
We start the process with our RGB video sequence υ(x, y, t) defined as a function
w such as:
w : Ω −→ Θ
(x, y, t) −→ w(x, y, t) = υ(x, y, t)
where:
Ω := X x Y x T: this is the space-time domain where our video sequence is
applied.
Θ := R x G x B: this is the 3D domain for a video signal in the RGB color
space.
In order to formulate the video diffusion problem we need to manage a function
defined by:
f : Ω −→ Υ
where:
Ω := X x Y x T: this is the space-time domain where it is applied a monochrome
video sequence.
Υ: this is the 1D domain for a monochrome video signal.
Thus, we will convert the initial RGB color information into its luminance to
work with all the information of the video signal applied to 1D domain.
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Then, following the formulation explained in [?] the problem of video diffusion
for a monochrome video signal is defined by the equation:
δτυ = div(D∇υ) ∈ Ωx[0,∞] (3.1)
where:
D:this is a positive definite diffusion coefficient.
τ : it refers to the diffusion time.
t: this will be the temporal axis of the video signal.
div(), ∇: they denote respectively the divergence and the gradient operators
with respect to the space variables. The problem will be completed setting the
boundary conditions to:
υ(r, 0) = f(r) ∈ Ω (3.2)
< D∇υ, n >= 0 ∈ Γx[0,∞] (3.3)
where:
r = (x, y, t): these are the 3-D video coordinates.
n: it is the outer normal.
< ., . > : it is the Euclidean scalar product on <3.
Γ = δΩ: this is the boundary region of the video signal domain. This equation
(4.1) belongs to a general class of equations which satisfies for a τ ∈ [τ0, τ1]
all the maxima of a solution are to be found in the boundary Γ or at τ = τ0.
This is due to the boundary conditions and provided the diffusion coefficient is
positive.
Therefore we must chose the most suitable value of the diffusion coefficient for
our purposes. We define this parameter according to the approach in [?] as a
scalar valued function which depends on the involving video signal itself and
this can be written as:
D(r, τ) = g(sσ(r, τ)) ∈ [0, 1] (3.4)
where:
sσ: this is a regularized measure of the synchrony between audio and video
channels; it is defined as:
sσ(r, τ) = (a(r) · δtυ(r, τ)) ∗Gσ(r) (3.5)
where:
a(r) = a(x, y, t) = a(t)∀x, y: this is the energy of the audio channel at time t.
δtυ(r, τ): this represents the temporal derivative of the video signal.
Gσ:this is a 3D Gaussian of variance σ
2 and the convolution with this function
makes the audio-visual synchrony measure much more robust. In our work we
will fix σ2=0.3 because this value has been estimated the most suitable for our
purposes.
Therefore the audio-visual synchrony sσ assesses the coherence between both
modalities according to the relationship between audio energy and video motion
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at each point of the video volume. High values of this parameter indicates
matching for important acoustic events with relevant pixels motion. Otherwise
we will have low values close to 0.
g():this is the intensity of the diffusion process which acts over sσ. Taking the
appropriate expression discussed in [?] g() is defined by non-negative monoton-
ically decreasing function which can be written as:
g(sσ) =
1
1 + (sσβ )
2
(3.6)
Here β this is the parameter which sets the threshold for the diffusion and so
it should be chosen carefully; observing its histogram most of the values are
close to 0 because the main part of the video motion is not synchronous with
the audio signal. For our purposes we have estimated β = 99.5% of sσ(r, 0).
This means 5 pixels over 1000 are considered as interesting for this approach.
Therefore if there are points with synchrony between audio and video modalities
sσ < β they are strongly diffused while the rest is less diffused.
According to this parameter we can study the behaviour of the intensity diffu-
sion process applying g as it is done in [?]:
Regions with sσ low, are regions of video inactivity (static video regions), audio
inactivity (silent time slots) or audio-video incoherence (audio and video signal
not synchronous). As a result, applying g we obtain a maximal and constant
value to 1. This means the diffusion coefficient D is equal to 1. Thus, the dif-
fusion equation becomes to the heat equation. The result is the homogeneously
diffusion of the video sequence.
On the contrary, regions with low values of g due to a high audio-visual syn-
chrony sσ, undergo a negligible diffusion process, it is stopped.
Once we have established the formulation of our audio-visual diffusion problem
we have to face the mechanism to compute the solution. In order to solve it
numerically with our software we have to discretizate our equation system. As
it is shown in [?] to achieve our objective we follow a forward finite difference
scheme.
At each point and at each iteration the intensity of the video signal depends only
on its previous intensity and the intensities of the six closest spatial neighbours
at iteration n. The contribution of each spatial neighbour is determined by the
interpolated diffusion coefficient. Concerning the rest of the studied boundary
value problem, the original video signal is used as initial condition in equation
(4.2), and the boundary condition in equation (4.3) has been respected by set-
ting the diffusion coefficient D to zero at the video boundaries.
To ensures the positiveness of all coefficients which involves the discretization
process we have to choose a grid spacing for the diffusion time discretization
∆τ = 0.15 ∈ [0, 1/6], and the grid spacing for the space discretization is fixed
to h=0.7.
Under those conditions, our discretization satisfies the maximum principle in-
troduced before and becomes the tool to solve the problem.
For further details please refer to [?].
Finally we will have to fix a stopping criterion for our diffusion method to
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stop our process. Attending to the discretization performed over our diffusion
equation we can define:
Mn := Σp∈P | δtυnp | (3.7)
which is the amount of motion M in the video signal at iteration n in accordance
to the discretization step ∆τ : τ = n∆τ . Here we have:
δtυ
n
p : this is the temporal derivative of the video signal at pixel p and iteration
n.
As we can observe in our procedure the amount of motion in the video-signal
decreases through iterations and it converges towards a more or less stable value
in which the motion non-related with the sounds in the audio track is mostly
eliminated. Then the motion reduction is given by:
∆Mn :=
Mn−1 −Mn
M0
(3.8)
which is the amount of video motion eliminated in each iteration of our algo-
rithm.
As we have estimated a reduction of 0.5% does not change the motion map in a
significant way so it is useless to waste time to compute another iteration. Due
to this reasoning we set:
∆M
nstop <  = 0.005
as the criterion to stop our diffusion process. Furthermore we have fix the max-
imum number of iterations allowed to 60 to try to reach our aim if the stopping
criterion in not achieved yet.
3.2.3 Applying the method
At this point the global algorithm of audio-visual diffusion is explained and it
only remains to point out how our method proceeds to get the result.
We have to notice that all the equations applied to find the solution must be
numerically discretizated according to the methodology we have indicated be-
fore.
As we stated at the beginning we start with a video-sequence in the RGB
color space which we convert into its luminance in order to obtain the proper
monochrome video signal for our process and we compute its temporal deriva-
tive, also required for our process. Furthermore we have to extract the audio
energy from the audio channel to apply this information to our method.
With this information we are ready to solve the steps towards the solution.
As a first step we measure the synchrony between audio and video modalities
sσ(r, τ) obtained by the corresponding convolution with the Gaussian function
defined by its variance. Then over this sequence of values we apply the intensity
diffusion process g(sσ(r, τ)) to obtain the diffusion coefficient D(r, τ). Thereby
we are ready to solve the diffusion equation and compute the audio-visual diffu-
sion according to the stopping criterion or the maximum number of iterations.
Therefore applying the proposed procedure to an audio-visual sequence we carry
out the iterative diffusion of the video movement which is not related to the
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audio energy. This will let us to analyze the motion of this video signal to set
the link between audio end video channels, taking only into account the proper
motion events. As we read in [?]
“Indeed, spatio-temporal edges situated in regions whose motion
is not coherent with the audio channel activity are progressively
smoothed since those regions are affected by linear 3-D diffusion. As
a result, the variation of the pixels intensity across frames decreases
and the video motion is reduced. In fact, by observing the resulting
video motion after some iterations of the proposed method we can
discover where our algorithm places its attention, that is the possible
location of the sound sources in the image.”
Finally, to sum up, the result of our process can be illustrated and therefore
better understood observing Figure 3.1. Fist image is a monochrome frame
which belongs to a video sequence where a boy is playing the drumsticks and
the other person is playing the guitar. As we can guess there are two sound
sources with their corresponding movement. Therefore, when we apply the
video diffusion, we can observe we get a diffused video signal. It only shows
non-diffused intensity content for the location of the video movement which is
synchronous with the audio channel. It is highlighted in the second image with
circles.
Figure 3.1: Example of the video diffusion process applied over a monochrome
video signal; first figure is a monochrome frame of the original signal; second
figure corresponds to a frame of the diffused video which is computed from the
original one.
The conclusion we can extract from this information is the method proceeds as
we expect in regions whose motion is synchronous with audio events. This can
be checked by the movement of the drumsticks and the hand which plays the
guitar. On the contrary we can observe a non-diffused movement over the nose
of the boy playing the drumsticks. This is the example of the main problem
estimated about the performances of this method. Video regions whose motion
is correlated with the audio track although they are not associated with sound
sources, they are not diffused. This the distracting motion we do not want to
find. This is related to the threshold β which we fix to estimate the synchrony
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between audio and video modalities. Although this parameter have been set to
the proper value for our approach, this situation can occur. Therefore, when
we apply this useful procedure we have to find out the way to overcome this
limitation according to our purposes
3.3 Detection of periods where sources are acous-
tically active/inactive
3.3.1 Introduction
To face the step of audio separation of the sources included in the method of
audio-visual extraction of a target that we want to provide, we have to take
advantage of the link between audio and video channels developed in our last
task.
The audio-based video diffusion we have performed provides the key to do that.
By means of this method we obtain the estimation of the motion of the video
signal which fits into the audio track. Therefore we have created a diffused video
signal where audio behaviour can be extracted.
From the diffused video, it is possible to obtain an accurate audio-visual motion
map. It allows to compute the amount of motion into each frame of our video
signal which is translated into audio activity of our audio track. This is the
data we want to extract as the information which allows to identify the audio
sources, learn their models and separate the audio track.
3.3.2 Audio-visual motion map estimation
Once we have develop a segmentation of a video signal into two regions labelled
as foreground and background, we need to find out the method to apply this
separation to our audio track. With this aim we have performed an audio-based
video diffusion which provide us a video signal where un-synchronous motion
with the audio is “smoothed” and the rest is “preserved”. Therefore the audio
behaviour for each label can be clearly identified into the video signal.
Next step of our algorithm is to apply a temporal gradient over the diffused
video in order to provide an audio-visual motion map. As a quality measure
the temporal gradient is also computed over the original video signal. Thereby
we will be able to assess the improvement added by the video diffusion to put
together audio and video information of the signal . Therefore it shows how
it improves the detection of the acoustic activity of the audio tracks. The ob-
tained audio-visual motion map kept the visual content of regions characterized
by audio-visual movement along the time, whereas visual information of static
regions is removed. This can be observed in Figure 3.2, as well as the resulting
temporal gradient of the original video signal for a frame of the same sequence
we have analyzed its diffusion. From these images we can extract the audio-
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visual motion map achieved over the diffused video, shows more accurately the
audio-visual motion and its localization into the video signal than the result ob-
tained for the gradient of the original file. This is because the diffusion process
provides a signal with higher contrast between motion “events” than the simple
one.
Figure 3.2: Comparison of the audio-visual map obtained from the temporal
gradient of a diffused video signal (left figure) and the temporal gradient of the
original video signal (right figure).
With the audio-visual motion estimation of our sequence described by its map,
now we compute the total quantity for each video frame adding the intensity
values of its pixels. As a result we obtain the amount of audio-visual motion
which will be the data to extract the audio information.
With this aim, the obtained cutting mask for the video file (previously dilated
to avoid boundary errors) is now applied. Thereby the normalized amount of
audio-visual motion which fits into the foreground and the background along
the time is extracted.
3.3.3 Detection of periods of audio activity/inactivity
At this point, taking advantage of the useful information provided by the audio-
visual motion map, we can develop a process to find out the periods of activity
for each one of the audio-visual sources of our signal. Before applying next
method is necessary to remind the two requirements which our audio-visual se-
quences have to present in order to be suitable for the audio separation. They
are essential to understand the feasibility of next procedure. First condition
our signal should respect is at least one audio-visual component belongs to the
background region of the audio-visual signal. It allows us to establish the activ-
ity/inactivity of the sources by comparing the audio-visual motion of sources.
Second feature which our sequence has to provide is audio-visual sources are not
mixed all the time. This condition will let us to detect periods during which
they are active alone.
The method we aim to find is the procedure to estimate periods where audio-
visual sources are active/inactive according to the audio-visual motion. There-
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fore, if we analyze the amount of audio-visual motion computed for each of our
labelled regions, it provides higher values of audio-visual movement when the
audio track is active and lower values when it is inactive. Moreover, the audio-
visual motion can present medium-high values when a distracting movement is
synchronous with the sound but it does not correspond to any audio event as
we explain before.
Therefore, for foreground and background, at the histogram of the distribution
of values of the normalized amount of audio-visual motion we can distinguish:
1. Medium-high amount of values over a low point of the motion range. This
represents the state of inactivity of the source, because this small amount of
movement is very frequent when audio track is off.
2. Medium-high amount of values over a high point of the motion range.It shows
the activity mode of the source, because when audio track is on,almost the same
high value of movement is repeated.
3. Low amount of values distributed for some points all over the motion range.
We have estimated there are two mainly effects which causes these picks of move-
ment. They can be produced by the transitions between the activity/inactivity
modes. On the other hand they can be produced because source is moving
correlated with the sound but this does not correspond with any audio event.
This would be identified as the distracting motion. Both conditions set the
process noise which can be defined as “audio-visual motion noise”. This formu-
lation can be observed in Figure 3.3. This are the histogram for foreground and
background of the sequence which is being analyzed along this chapter. They
represent the amount of audio-visual motion obtained for each source. We can
appreciated the distribution of values for the three stages we explained before.
Figure 3.3: Example of histograms for foreground (left figure) and background
(right figure) audio-visual motion distributions.
In order to model this behaviour we have assessed that GMM will be again the
most suitable tool to evaluate the clusters of audio-visual motion values. To get
a better estimation with the GMM we regularize the input signal. We perform
a previous smoothing process. We will do an average over a neighboring range
for each point of the sequence. In this way, we will obtain a new signal which
represents the amount of audio-visual movement for each frame but with less
variant values. This will help remarkably to carry out our the current. Thus,
applying a 1D GMM composed of 3 Gaussians over the distribution of audio-
visual motion values we model the audio states of the targets. Therefore we will
have a Gaussian located in low values of the motion range and another situated
over high values, representing the inactive and active modes of the audio track
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respectively. Moreover there will be a Gaussian with lower amplitude which
describes the remaining effects we have already explained (transitions between
states and distracting motion described as a noise). Figure 3.4 depicts the
histograms of audio-visual motion for foreground and background of Figure 3.3
described by means of GMM.
Figure 3.4: Description of histograms for foreground (left figure) and back-
ground (right figure) audio-visual motion distributions by means of 1D GMM
with 3 Gaussians.
At this point we have to notice GMM is a tool based on estimating the param-
eters of the functions which compose the model we want. It would be possible
the estimation provided fails to fit into the distribution for the data we have.
It has been observed in some occasion but we can state the behaviour of our
GMM is accurate enough to achieve the successfully results.
Finally working only with the Gaussians assigned to the on/off states we can
extract its intersection and therefore obtain the motion threshold to set the
activity/inactivity modes for the audio targets discarding the noise. At the
intersection the value of these two curves is equal. This means over this threshold
it is more probably to belong to the function which models the higher values of
the movement (audio activity). In contrast under this parameter we can almost
state that values fit into the function which describes the lower movement (audio
inactivity). As we can notice with this threshold which identifies the audio
activity/inactivity is provided by the audio-visual motion analysis. Thus, the
synchronism between audio and video channels have been exploited.
Finally we will compute the time slots (in our discrete case frames) where fore-
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ground/background are acoustically active/inactive by means of assessing the
the audio-visual motion according to the audio-visual threshold.
Figure 3.5 illustrates the evolution of the amount of audio-visual motion along
the frames of the video sequence we are working with for foreground (red curve)
and background (green curve). Analyzing this information we can observed the
values of the activity/inactivity mode for each source as well as the motion
threshold for each one,depicted with a coarse line.
Figure 3.5: Evolution of the amount of audio-visual motion estimation for fore-
ground (red curve) and background (green curve) along the time (frames). Mo-
tion threshold for audio activity is depicted as coarse line; the average of values
is shown as a fine line.
We have to point out that for our current sequence, we can observe the activ-
ity/inactivity modes as the values of the corresponding curve higher than the
motion threshold (source on) and lower than the motion threshold (source off).
Furthermore, we know the succession of audio events for this sequence. It is
composed of a first period where foreground is on, afterwards, it turns off and
background turns on, and finally both are on. Figure 3.5 shows this behaviour.
But at the same time, we can notice, when foreground should be assigned to
be off (because of its audio content) in the middle of the signal, a motion pick
appears and turns the foreground on. This is due to a movement correlated with
audio track but not identified with audio events. This is a distracting motion
which have been discarded to compute the threshold of the states and will be
discarded to set the training audio of the signal, aspect which will see in next
Chapter.
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Chapter 4
Automatic extraction of the
acoustic content of the
source
4.1 Introduction
At this stage of our method we have established the link between audio and
video channels. We have used this information to estimate the periods of au-
dio activity/inactivity for the audio sources identified with the labelled regions
(extracted from the video segmentation).
The remaining step to achieve the total objective of our approach is to separate
the audio sources according to the obtained information.
This will be performed, extracting the audio samples where each source is active
alone, finding the training points to estimate their audio models, and finally
we will achieve to separate our audio targets. None supervision of the user is
required at this point therefore we can define as automatic this task. Supervision
was only essential at the beginning of the problem to label the segmentation
regions. Because of this reason our approach provides a semi-supervised method.
4.2 Extraction of training audio samples
In our next stage towards the audio separation we will start with the appropriate
information already obtained from our particular processing of the audio-visual
signals. This means to profit the information about time slots (in our case
frames) where sources active/inactive to set periods where audio sources are
playing alone. With them we will be able to extract the audio samples which
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will provide the training points for next step of audio models estimation
This aim can be achieve when audio-visual sequences respect the condition
about the three kind of audio events required for the sequence: at least one
period of each source includes its activity alone and one period with its mixture
as we explained before. The first step will be to stablish a criterion to assign
audio samples to each source with no doubts . In order to be strict, our decision
is to assign audio samples to each source for each instant when it is known
the target is on and the remaining sound is off. Therefore we will get more
accurate results because applying this procedure we are sure that one and only
one source is active alone at the assignment moment. According to our initials
assumptions for foreground/background labels, this does not means at all, that
one audio track is playing alone. In our work foreground is assigned to one
audio-visual object of our audio-visual signal but background which represents
the remaining audio-visual part, can be composed of one or several audio tracks.
Therefore what we aim to extract is the audio track of the foreground from the
audio track/s mixture which compose the background.
Thus, we extract the foreground/background audio samples from frames where
one source is active and the other is inactive. This process is illustrated in
Figure 4.2 following the analysis of the sequence of Chapter 3. Figure 4.1
is the same figure of Figure 3.3 which depicts the evolution of audio-visual
motion of the sources along the time, with the respective motion threshold as
we explained before. This figure will set the periods of activity/inactivity for
each source. According to this information training samples for audio models
are extracted for foreground and background when it is estimated they are
active alone. We can observe, the distracting motion introduce for foreground, is
discarded and audio separation will be achieve successfully due to these accurate
training points.
4.3 Estimation of audio models
From the audio-visual processing we have carried out until this moment, we
have achieved the segmentation of a video signal and we have already provided
almost all the information required to reach our remaining aim for our purposes.
At this stage, with the training audio samples we have extracted in the last
step, we will address the audio sources modelling. This is the previous stage to
the final separation.
The estimation of audio models for our targets will be performed by means
of Gaussian Mixture Model as usually we do in our method to assess robust
distributions of different kind of values. Our algorithm follows the method
discussed in [14].
Now we work with spectral GMMs because we will apply them to the Power
Spectral Densities of the audio channels. This will let us to observe the several
frequency behaviours into the same source. This will be an essential information
given the diverse nature of the sounds.
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Figure 4.1: Evolution of the amount of audio-visual motion estimation for fore-
ground (red curve) and background (green curve) along the time (frames). Mo-
tion threshold for audio activity is depicted as coarse line; the average of values
is shown as a fine line.
Figure 4.2: Foreground and background audio samples where the respective
source is active alone; this data is extracted from the periods of activity of the
sources depicted in the figure above; these will be the training seeds to built
audio models to complete the total audio separation.
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To apply the GMMs, the blind method for audio separation described in [14]
requires a training prior information. In order to allow the blindness of the
procedure we will extract the necessary data from the available values. The
audio samples which describes each audio target active alone, provided from
the audio mixture analysis will be this training information.
The learning process for each source starts with this training audio sequence
atrainn (t). Next, the STFT (Short Time Fourier Transform) is applied over the
training data in order to change to the time-frequency domain, more suitable
to handle audio energy by means of spectral analysis. Then a spectral model
for the audio source is learned Λ
spec
n = µn,i,Rn,i by the maximization of the
likelihood p(Λtrainnτ | Λ
spec
n ). This is iteratively computed by the EM algorithm
again.
For further information about the detailed procedure of model learning please
refer to [14].
4.4 Audio Separation method
Once we have learnt the audio models from the training data we will perform the
audio separation method used and described in [14]. It is adjusted to work with
the mixture of two sources as we address our problem but it can be extended
to more items. For each time instant it looks for the more suitable couple of
states given the mixture spectrum. We will apply the separation method to the
audio models, the audio signals and the video probability of the main target as
required inputs. It only remains to point out how we set this likelihood.
We will extract the video probability of belonging to the foreground audio track
for our problem from the audio periods which describes the audio activity. We
set the video probability to 0.75 for the video frames when only this source is on
and the remaining sound is off. Thus, at this time slots we are almost sure the
active source is our target. Despite this assumption we fix the probability to
0.75 instead of 1 to allow certain margin of error. According to this formulation,
on the contrary for the frames when it is known only the remaining audio track
is active, we will set the video probability of our target to 0.25. Thereby we
express at these moments is very unlikely the sound belongs to our source. Again
we allow certain margin of error because we do not fix this value to 0. We will
set the remaining audio foreground as unknown. The sound may belong to any
source. This is translated to an assignment for the video likelihood of the target
to 0.5. Thereby the video probability for the remaining sound is computed as
1−Ptarget and thus the logical relations between both probabilities is respected.
Finally we have computed all the required data to perform the audio sources
separation, and it can be apply easily to reach our last and challenging objective.
As a result we get the separation of both labelled audio sources.
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4.5 Quantitative measures
To complete this step which concludes the audio-visual separation of audio-
visual sources, we will focus on the quantitative measures we can apply to assess
the performances. We will work only with two audio sources, the foreground
audio signal and the background audio signal. Although several audio tracks
composed our audio signal, one will be assign to the foreground and the rest will
be labelled as background. Once we have pointed this out, we can use source
to call each one of our both audio targets.
As we can extract from [14] the accuracy of the method applied is highly related
to the right estimation of periods for only one source is active. Errors appears
when our algorithm identifies one source is playing alone, and the other one is
active too. In these error frames the frequency behaviour of the sources mixture
will be learnt. Due to this fact, the algorithm leads to a wrong audio separation.
Two measures assess the performance of our method in this domain.
The activity-error-rate (ERR) for source Sα represents the percentage of time
during which the algorithm makes an important error since it decides source α
is active alone and it is not true.
The activity-efficiency-rate (EFF) for source Sα represents the percentage of
time in which α is active alone that our method is able to detect.As it is ex-
plained in [14] this parameter is very important parameter given the short du-
ration of the analyzed sequences: the higher is EFF, the longer is the period
during which we learn the source audio models and, consequently, we can ex-
pect to obtain better results on the audio separation part. Table 4.1 describes
the definition of these parameters regarding our two sources only. For a general
formulation of the parameters please refer to [14]
Activity-error-rate Activity-efficiency-rate
foreground ERRfore =
F(SONfore&S
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back|S
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back)
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F(SONfore&S
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back)
Ffore
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EFFback =
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Table 4.1: Quantitative measures for audio detection; ERR: Activity-error-rate;
EFF: Activity-efficiency-rate.
SONα :=“α is active”
SOFFα := “α is NOT active”
F(A | B) is a function that returns the number of frames where our algorithm
estimates that the event A has place and the ground truth soundtracks indicate
that the current event is B.
Fα is the number of frames where α is active alone.
FT is the total amount of frames.
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Chapter 5
Graphical User Interface for
Audio-Visual Segmentation
of a video signal
For our purposes we have designed a Graphical User Interface (GUI). This will
be the tool which allows the user to supervise the extraction of audio-visual
targets following our approach. We have profited the Graphical User Interface
(GUI) software that we can find in Matlab.
Thus, through the GUI, user manually provides the essential information re-
quired by our method, the hard constraints which label the regions of the visual
content of the sources, setting the foreground and background. The audio part
of the targets will be extracted automatically.
The appearance of our interface is depicted in Figure 5.1. We are going to
analyze in detail how our tool works through this chapter.
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Figure 5.1: Extraction of audio-visual sources Interface
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5.1 Loading the GUI
Our method starts loading the input files. The button “LOAD NEW VIDEO”
ask the user for providing the audio and video signals. They will be stored in
order to work with them when necessary.
The first step of our tool is to extract the audio and video features. This will set
the behaviour of our particular audio-visual processing. Mainly, as key points
we will find out, the size of our video signal and audio rates and sampling
parameters.
Figure 5.2: ”LOAD NEW FILE” button: loads the audio-visual files required
by the GUI
As we explained in our formulation about video segmentation we work with
BOF (Block of Frames). This allows us to respect the limitations of maximum
size allowed by the algorithms we apply. We have estimated that we can only
assess the Maximum-flow algorithm given by [17] to solve our graph cut problem
to a maximum quantity of data about one million of points. This means that
the bigger graph we can build is an structure of one million pixels. According
to this condition and the image resolution (MxN pixels) of our video input
we get the amount of frames that we are able to handle in one step. This
fundamental video fragment sets one BOF. With this information, we can get
the total length of the input signals we are able to process, given by BOF. It
must be fixed from the maximum amount of data that our hardware (Matlab
and our computer with its features) are able to work with. We have to point
out again, the advantage of working with BOF from a computational point of
view. Each BOF has the same amount of pixels, and thus the graph matrix
has the same structure, so it is only necessary to compute it once and profit it
as explained in our formulation too. Only the last BOF can have a different
number of frames, so only in this case will be necessary to recompute it.
Besides these conditions, the length of our audio-visual input signal has to re-
spect other requirements. According to our audio processing formulation and
the assumptions we studied about it, it is absolutely necessary to have a chang-
ing audio-visual fragment. This means the audio content of our sequence has to
be composed of three kind of events: intervals where foreground is active alone,
intervals where background is active alone and intervals with a mixture of these
events. This is due to the need to provide training periods for each source to
reach our audio separation objective. Furthermore the length of these periods
when sources are playing alone must be long enough to learn the audio model
for each source. To try to respect these requirements the interface will give
the option to choose the initial second of the audio-visual input. Therefore this
enables the user to select the suitable shifted fragment of the sequence which
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Figure 5.3: ”LOAD NEW VIDEO” button features
includes the proper audio events.
All these processing features are automatically assessed by the interface with
the unique user interaction of pushing the button “LOAD NEW VIDEO”as we
explained from the beginning. It only will ask for the input video-file, the input
audio-file and the starting second as we can observe in Figure 5.3. Immediately
after this, our software will display the first group of frames into its figure. The
user can move along frames, with the slider down the figure. Even it is possible
to go directly to the frame we wish to show, writing its number in the text box
above the slider which indicates the current frame displayed.
5.2 Video Segmentation using the GUI
Once the interface is loaded and ready to work, by applying the “LOAD NEW
VIDEO” button as we explained in the previous section, the video segmentation
of the first video fragment already loaded can be carried out.
Previously, our semi-supervised audio-visual extraction process needs the user
interaction to provide the seeds/scribbles which set the two regions of our la-
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belling problem. It is a necessary condition to set at least one point as fore-
ground and one point as background before starting as a requirement of our
algorithm behaviour. The user should pay attention to this. Other important
aspect we have to highlight is the first seed we establish into the foreground or
background will be the main seed in each case. Thus the user should be careful
and responsible about it. Furthermore, we have to point out the seeds can be
set within any frame of the current group. Seeds which label the foreground
are called SOURCES and seeds which label the background are called SINKS.
The battery of buttons included in “Adding SOURCES”/“Adding SINKS” per-
form the labelling task with the useful options:“FINE”/“COARSE”,“PLOT” or
“DELETE”.
Figure 5.4: Battery of buttons which are the tools to handle the seeds. There
is a group of buttons for kind of seed: SOURCES (foreground) and SINKS
(background).
“FINE” button allows to draw seeds over the selected frame to add fine contours
our regions to the corresponding label. This will be stored as a line interpolated
using splines.
“COARSE” button provides the option to depict rough regions as seeds assigned
to the chosen label. This will be stored as coarse regions interpolated using
splines as done with FINE button. For both cases, the seeds will be shown
when the user finish of adding as illustrated in Figure 5.5. “DELETE” button
deletes last seeds and shows the current frame without them, none of the labels
will appear with seeds.
“PLOT” button shows all the seeds fixed in the current frame. If seeds are off,
one push of this button plots the seeds. If seeds are on, one push of this button
hides the seeds.
Once the user has performed the labelling of the regions, the interface is ready
to apply the video segmentation process over the first group of frames by means
of the “1st group SEGMENTATION” buttons.
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Figure 5.5: Labelling of the first group of frames; sources are depicted in red;
sinks are drawn in blue
Figure 5.6: Battery of buttons to process the first group of frames.
The segmentation is performed by the user interaction, pushing the “SEG-
MENT/RESEGMENT”. The underlying algorithm solves the problem follow-
ing the formulation developed in our work. The interface computes the cutting
mask over the sparse graph matrix applying the Maximum-Flow method for
Graph Cut of the Boost Graph Library [?].
The cutting result is the binary matrix of our hard segmentation. It is composed
of 1s to represent the foreground and -1s to describes the background. In order
to save memory and to optimize our system it is transformed into logical data.
With this aim we will store the background values as 0s instead of -1s. When
the segmentation is achieved, it is showed by the interface. The cutting mask is
applied over the original video signal and the result is depicted as follows: the
segmented foreground is shown in the RGB color space whereas the remaining
background is shown in gray scale.
In order to better observe the limits between these two regions, the difference
between them is represented with a black contour. These results can be observed
in Figure 5.7.
At this point, the fundamental segmentation, i.e., the video segmentation of the
first group of frames is now available to work with it. Now, the user can choose
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Figure 5.7: Segmentation results of a group of video-frames displayed through
the interface.
among three options:
1. to delete the segmentation results and start again.
2. to process the obtained results and improve them.
3. to propagate a appropriate segmentation already achieved along the remain-
ing video signal.
It is possible the user needs to delete this first segmentation, and start again,
because the seeds have been depicted erroneously and the user had not noticed
it. Pushing “REMOVE & RETRIEVE” button, it will be done.
If the achieved segmentation is acceptable but is not good enough, the user can
improve it adding new sources/sinks and use again the “SEGMENT/RESEGMENT”
button. Now the interface will find out that we are applying a resegmentation
instead of a first segmentation and so the corresponding algorithm will be ap-
plied. The main difference between both is that the resegmentation algorithm
does not recompute the graph matrix. It only will add the new seeds as hard
constraints and the new color information according to this, assessing again the
color models for each region and the color information for each pixel. After-
wards if user wants to delete this result and retrieve the previous, it can be
done again by pushing “REMOVE & RETRIEVE” button. An example of the
previous step to apply the resegmentation procedure is shown in Figure 5.8.
When the desired segmentation for the first fragment of frames is already
achieved and the user decides to propagate, two options are available:
1. to perform a manual segmentation step-by-step.
2. to perform an automatic segmentation for the whole remaining video signal.
For both options, the applied algorithm works in the same way according to
our segmentation approach. This means, the overlapping division of the total
sequence into BOF will be profited. The segmentation of the last frame of the
previous group will set automatic labels in the first frame for the next group.
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Figure 5.8: These figures describes the previous step to apply the resegmenta-
tion procedure by pushing “SEGEMENT/RESEGMENT” button in order to
improve the rough result shown; this is the step of adding the corresponding
hard constraints, to edditting the results; the figure on the right/left shows the
use of FINE/COARSE to add SEEDS
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Furthermore, we take advantage of previous blocks segmented to assess more
robust color models for our algorithm. In both cases, as we have explained in the
corresponding section, to avoid errors we establish a trimap with an unknown
boundary between segmented regions whose seeds are discarded to preserves the
limits between them.
Thereby if the user decides to do a manual segmentation step-by-step for the
remaining video signal the interface features with this aim are the buttons in-
cluded in “propagation STEP-BY-STEP”.
Figure 5.9: Battery of buttons to perform the propagation process by the STEP-
BY-STEP method.
To carry out a new segmentation it is necessary to push the “SEGMENT”
button.
In this case the option of improving the results will be available too, as it exits
for the first group of frames. This will be performed by means of “IMPROVE”
apply over the new seeds added as before.
It is possible to delete the current segmentation and to retrieve previous result
as before pushing “REMOVE & RETRIEVE” button.
For each group of frames only this video fragment is displayed through the
interface. However when the total segmentation is achieved after the step-by-
step process, this can be totally shown pushing “DISPLAY TOTAL RESULTS”
button.
On the contrary, if the user prefers to apply an automatic segmentation to
the totally remaining frames after the first segmentation or at any stage of
the step-by-step segmentation, the corresponding button to push is the “SEG-
MENT”under the category “propagation ONE-STEP”. Now, once the auto-
matic segmentation is computed, it is automatically shown.
Figure 5.10: Button which performs the propagation of the segmentation along
all the remaining video frames in only ONE STEP.
After these steps, when the video segmentation is achieve we will be able to
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face the audio separation.
5.3 Audio Separation
The user is only required to push “APPLY” button included with the label
“SEPARATE AUDIO SOURCES” to carry out all the steps which leads from
the video segmentation to the audio separation of the sources. The underlying
algorithm automatically applies the several steps towards the audio sources
separation.
Figure 5.11: “APPLY” button to perform the separate sources procedure.
First the audio-based diffusion process is performed over the input video signal.
This acts over the audio track and the luminance of the input video computed
from its RGB components. Once we have achieve the result following the proce-
dure described in the corresponding Chapter, its gradient is computed and the
definitive audio-visual motion map is provided as result. This data and the di-
lated cutting mask will be used to find out the periods of activity/inactivity for
the audio sources as we explained in our work. According to this, the algorithm
extracts the corresponding audio samples where sources are active alone. This
information is used to set the training points to estimate the audio models for
the audio targets. Once we have this and following the methodology discussed
in our work we get the audio sources separation.
As result, the interface will provide the audio files for each audio source, after
the separation.
5.4 Additional features
We can notice there are three buttons under the figure which offers the typical
performances of a software: “SAVE RESULT”, “RESET” and “NEW” buttons
which develop the functions related to their names.
“SAVE RESULTS” saves internal variables of our interface in order to manage
this information with certain purposes.
“RESET” performs a total reset of the interface variables this means the video
segmentation and audio separation results too.
“NEW” closes the current interface and opens a new instance with all the fea-
tures reinitializated.
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Figure 5.12: Additional button: “SAVE”,“RESET” and “NEW”.
5.5 Future performances
At this point we want to stress that there are two inactive buttons in the upper
part of the interface which are features roughly developed and not tested.
Figure 5.13: Future performances.
“LOAD NEXT BLOCK” button is a possible performance which would let the
user to work with audio-visual sequences of any length. Thus, first the interface
would work with a fragment of the total input signal as before. Its beginning
would be delimited by the starting second of the signal given by the user and
its ending second would be fixed according to the maximum amount of pixel
hardware allows. Once this amount of group of frames would be segmented we
could apply ”LOAD NEXT BLOCK” button to follow the process. This means,
if we would push the button, the interface automatically would find out which
fragment of the input sequence is the following one for the procedure. Then,
this would be set as the current video fragment to work with. When the video
segmentation of the desired length is achieved we would be able to apply the
audio separation. Therefore we would overcome the limitations of our interface
related to audio requirements. To extract training audio samples to estimate
audio models for the sources,we need three kind of events in the input audio
signal as we explained before. If we are restricted to short sequences, it is more
difficult to get suitable audio-signals to work with. This feature would allow us
to work with longer sequences, thus it is more probably to find along them, the
three kind of events we need to respect the audio input requirements.
“LOAD STORED SEGMENTATION” is a possible improvement of the features
of our interface which would allow to load a segmentation previously stopped
and saved. It would be possible to load and retrieve it from any point of the
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procedure. Therefore it would possible to resume the video segmentation or
perform the audio separation.
To complete this chapter we want to introduce another performance which
could be developed from our audio processing point of view which has not been
included at this moment. It would be a feature which would allow the semi-
supervised extraction of the audio part. The interface would have a database
with audio models for the typical kind of sources which we work with. Then the
user would choose the audio models for our targets as a prior audio information.
Therefore we totally outperform the audio conditions required in our method
for our signals to achieve our purposes.
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Chapter 6
Experiments: Assessing the
quality
6.1 Introduction
To assess the performances and the quality of the Semi-supervised extraction of
audio-visual sources method of our approach we have performed several experi-
ments. We must explain the steps we have developed to test our method before
analyzing the obtained results. The procedure have been carried out by means
of the designed Graphical User Interface (GUI).
First step have been to apply the video segmentation process. For each video sig-
nal we have started labelling the foreground and background regions by adding
seeds over the first group of frames. We have applied the first segmentation and
improved it before its propagation. Once we have achieved the suitable seg-
mentation we have extended it along the remaining video signal using the step-
by-step method. Therefore we have taken advantage of the option to improve
the segmentation of the current block when necessary, adding the corresponding
hard constraints.
Once we have obtained the video segmentation, we have applied the separation
of the audio sources, performed by its sequential stages. The audio-based video
diffusion is applied to our video sequence and after this, the motion map have
been computed over it and the temporal gradient of the original signal. In this
way, we can estimate the improvement that the video diffusion provides to our
audio separation. Then the periods of activity of the sources are estimated
over this data. From this information, the audio samples to train the audio
models are extracted. Finally the audio models are estimated them and audio
separation is achieved according to them.
We have to point out that all the parameters of the total method built in our
approach are fixed to the values we have highlighted during the development of
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Sequence Foreground Background
3 boy on the right playing the guitar boy on the left playing the guitar
6a boy on the left uttering numbers boy on the right playing the guitar
8a boy on the left playing the drumsticks boy on the right playing the guitar
9a boy on the left singing a song boy on the right playing the guitar
10 boy on the left playing the guitars boys on the right singing a song
Table 6.1: Labelling applied to the audio visual sources of the most meaningful
sequences of our database which we work with.
Sequence resolution length (s) starting sec (s) audio requirements fps fs(kHz)
3 192x108 28 6 done 25 8
6a 160x120 25 7 done 30 8
8a 160x120 25 12 done 30 8
9a 160x120 25 40 - 30 8
10 192x108 28 3 done 25 8
Table 6.2: Audio-visual features for the analyzed signals.
our work.
The tool of our experiments have been a MAC PC with 2 processors Dual-Core
Intel Xeon (4 cores). They have a processor speed of 2.66GHz and system bus
speed is 1.33GHz. The Cache memories size per processor is 4MB and the total
memory is 4GB.
Our targets are video signals composed of two or three audio-visual sources.
The user have decided which region forms the foreground and which region
sets the background as we can observed in the Table 6.1. In our sequences
the foreground is an object composed of either a person playing an instrument
or a person singing or uttering numbers. The background is composed of the
remaining elements which do not belong to the foreground. This can include
one or more persons doing the same things as into the foreground.
As we can extract from Table 6.2 our database consists of video sequences
recorded to test the behaviour of our method. They are resized to a lower reso-
lution proportional to the prior. As a result we work with resolutions of 192x108
or 160x120 . This let us to handle longer video signals which fit into our com-
putational conditions. Thus, according to the resolution and the computational
limitation of our hardware, we have been restricted to manage sequences with
length of 28s and 25s respectively.
We have to notice that it is very important that our signals include within its
length the three kind of audio events needed for the right audio training: a pe-
riod when foreground is active alone, a period when background is active alone
and a period with a mixture between them.
Our video signals respect this specification but one which we was profited to con-
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firm the importance of the audio training requirement. With this objective we
have shifted the beginning of our audio-visual sequences to the suitable second
to respect our audio conditions. This will be trivial for the video segmentation.
The video-sequences have been recorded with a rounded rate of 25fps and 30fps
respectively, which means we have handled an amount of frames of 700 and 750
frames for each case. According to the maximum amount of pixels which we
can apply to the Maximum-Flow algorithm to solve our problem, we divided
our video signals. We worked with 43 frames per BOF and 47 frames per BOF
respectively. This means we worked with over 1.5s of the signal each time for
both kind of sequences.
Once we have explained the framework of our experiments we can start with
the several steps carried out to test all the aspects of our approach.
6.2 Video Segmentation Analysis
In this section we focus on the video segmentation of the visual content of
the audio-visual sequences. Therefore we have applied the video segmentation
for each of the targets defined in Table 6.1, in order to test it and obtain the
necessary data to our audio separation.
Performing a time analysis for our method we have estimated the average of
computing time to achieve the first block segmentation is about 60s, this means
we spend 60s to segment 1.5s of real time video. The improvements performed
over this first segmentation experiment a reduction of 20% over the average.
This is a small reduction because we not only add the hard constraints to the
graph but also we assess the color models taking into account this new data too
and this is a time consuming step.
When we extend the segmentation with the step-by-step method, the comput-
ing time average for each block is similar to the first segmentation. This is
because although the graph matrix is no longer recomputed but the last group
of frames, we assess the color models for labelled regions considering information
of previous segmentations, in order to extract as much information as possible.
However, the improvements over a extended segmentation, are computed within
a 30% of the segmentation time, this means a step of that kind takes about 20s.
This is because now we only add the hard constraints to the graph structure
to fix the new links. Color models are not estimated again because this is time
consuming and we have enough information to set the features of our graph.
An automatic segmentation performed after the suitable segmentation of the
first BOF, spends about 15min average. This is because the propagation of
the segmentation to each block proceeds as the step-by-step method. Then, if
the sequence length is 25s/28s and 1.5s are segmented within 1min, the average
computation time is 17min. These time features are quite poor despite we have
tried to optimize as much as possible the algorithms code and the global pro-
cedure. We have estimated, the most time consuming aspects of our method
are the Maximum-Flow algorithm and the color model estimation by means of
GMMs. To try to overcome these disadvantages we have studied new options to
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face the problems they solve. We have searched new algorithms which would be
able to replace the former ones. These are a new version of the Maximum-Flow
algorithm and different tools to model the color distributions. We will detail
these aspects in the next Chapter.
From a qualitative point of view, analyzing our results we can extract, it is
easier to cut a foreground from a background when its set of colors is quite
different. This means a better segmentation will be achieved with the minimum
user interaction. It will be less necessary to add hard constraints to link regions
because they will be assigned by its boundary features and its color matching.
This has been checked for instance by comparing Sequence 6a with Sequence 3 as
shown in Figure 6.1. In Sequence 6a, the head of the foreground is composed of
colors quite different from the background color distributions. Thus, the proper
segmentation have been obtained faster than the others. Only initial seeds and
a very few hard constraints were required to obtain the showed result. On the
contrary, in Sequence 3, we have been forced to add several hard constraints
over the first group of frames and improve the propagation of the segmentation
to achieve our aim. This is due to the similarity of the components which
compound foreground and background color distributions.
Furthermore, we have observed, sometimes segmentation is deteriorated or even
“lost”, either along frames or along group of frames. It is possible links between
them are not appropriate to keep the connections when pixels move. To face this
drawback we have estimated the solution is to add hard constraints in different
frames for the same block. Therefore when we re-segment the current group of
frames, new seeds are propagated from different parts of the video volume and
links are adapted. Due to this, when we apply the automatic method to extend
the segmentation, we obtain a rough result because there is no way to control
the behaviour of the propagation. This would be an aspect we should study to
get a more accurate development of a automatic segmentation.
About the interface we have to point out, we have achieved the cutting mask
for videos with low resolution. However we can improve the results of our
video segmentation resizing the cut and fitting it into a video sequence of bigger
resolution. Right now this is something done by the user manually when desired,
but it would be possible to study the option to apply this aspect to improve the
features of the interface.
These are the main points we can extract about the video segmentation analysis
of our approach.
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(a) Original frame
(b) Segmented frame
(c) Original frame
(d) Segmented frame
Figure 6.1: Segmentation of a video signal with quite different fore-
ground/background color distributions is described in the figures (a),(b);
Segmentation of a video signal with several common components of fore-
ground/background color distributions is shown in the figures (c),(d).
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6.3 Audio Separation Analysis
Now we will analyze the results obtained during the several steps followed to
achieve the audio separation.
The first step we have carried out towards the audio separation of the sources
is to compute the audio-based video diffusion. This represents the link between
audio and video channels performed by our method. This profits the synchrony
between the two modalities to assess the audio activity over the video motion
as we discussed in the corresponding part of our approach.
Therefore we have performed our audio-based video diffusion method over our
audio-visual sequences with the decisive parameters of this method set to the
suitable values we have estimated and indicated along our study.
However problems appear when our video sequence includes movements in our
targets correlated with the audio energy and they will be not diffused. This is
the distracting motion described as a “audio-visual motion noise” in previous
Sections. This situation represents a challenging condition which we have faced
as we explained in its corresponding Section in order to achieve the suitable
results.
The obtained results are applied to a temporal gradient as well as the original
video signal in order to have a measure to study the improvement provided. By
means of the audio-visual motion map obtained from the gradient of the diffused
video, we get a monochrome video signal which only represents the intensity of
video regions whose motion is synchronous with the audio energy.
This is quite efficient to remove the movement which does not mean anything
from our audio-visual point of view.
Anyway this information comes from the video diffused and the distracting
motion can appear again.
After this and computing the amount of audio-visual motion for each frame
from the audio-visual map we proceed to extract the periods of audio activity
for the sources of our signal. This procedure faces the problem of ”audio-visual
motion noise” and gets good results for all the audio-visual sequences we have
tested. As we discussed in the corresponding Section, the feature of this proce-
dure which solves the distracting motion problem is an extra Gaussian for the
components of the GMM model. Two Gaussians models the activity/inactivity
distribution values. The third includes the motion values corresponding to the
transition between on/off states of the sources and the motion values which ap-
pear due to a synchronous motion with the audio energy but not related to the
audio activity. This function help us to discard this values for our purposes.
Therefore, we model the activity/inactivity of the sources according to the Gaus-
sians only for the on/off states to establish the threshold between them and
achieve good results.
The basic problem found in our detection of audio activity periods linked with
audio-visual motion is the relative quantity of movement between targets. If
the source of movements for one target is quite subtle, it will very difficult to
detect its audio-visual motion according to the video diffused or the original
one. This problem will remain and affect our method in the final results. We
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have estimated this can be solved with the option we present in our work about
to provide a previous information about audio models which will replace the
complete training process to extract the audio-models of the signal.
Finally when periods of activity of the targets are extracted we can obtain the
corresponding audio samples to estimate the spectral audio models.This will be
performed by GMM again and according to these models and their parameters
we assess the audio mixture with them.
Finally we achieve the separation of the audio foreground and background.
At this point we have to highlight we have performed an spectral audio modelling
of the audio signals. This implies an drawback when we carry out the separation
of audio sources with overlapping spectral components. It is a challenge to work
with this kind of signals and the results are quite rough. Anyway we have tried
to experiment this situation to assess the limits of our methods.
Finally we will analyze our more meaningful results with the suitable figures.
Sequence 3 presents the challenge of including video motion correlated with the
audio track into the foreground. Two boys are playing the guitar alternatively
and together. In a certain moment for foreground, the boy on the right moves
the arm to get something and put it under the guitar. Unfortunately this is a
synchronous movement with the sound and it is not diffused as we can observe
in the audio-visual motion map. However our method to extract the audio ac-
tivity and set the activity threshold is powerful enough to neglect this movement
which is modelled as noise and therefore we obtain the suitable results.
As we can see in the figures, the Gaussian functions which model the audio-visual
motion distribution values for on/off states are allocated in its right positions
and they are not affected by the disturbing amount of audio-visual motion de-
tected and included in the noise model. Therefore the evolution of the amount
of audio-visual motion along the time shows the right activity threshold super-
imposed. According to this the right samples for audio training for foreground
are extract.
Figure 6.2: Sequence 3: Video frame of the original signal vs. Video frame of
the audio-visual motion map.
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Figure 6.3: Sequence 3: Histogram of the amount of audio-visual motion values
for foreground vs. GMM estimation for the distributions of the amount of
audio-visual motion values for foreground
Figure 6.4: Sequence 3: Evolution of the audio-visual motion along the time vs.
audio training points extracted for the foreground (red curves)
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Sequence 6a is composed of a boy uttering numbers and a boy playing the
guitar. For this signal one problem have been to detect an insignificant motion
corresponding to the mouth movement into the foreground. Furthermore, the
spectrum of the guitar presents problems of harmonics with the voice sound
and thus poor results are obtained for the separation of these audio tracks.
Furthermore the distracting motion appears because of the movements of the
head of the foreground but this will be overcome by our formulation as we have
proved with the analysis of the previous sequence. These aspects can be verified
observing the negligible motion estimated into the audio-visual map for the
mouth of the boy on on the left. This low amount of movement for foreground
can be appreciated into the figure of its evolution along the time. This is
translated into few periods detected to extract the training points, therefore
is more difficult to learn the model with the short length of this signal. The
problem of the harmonics should be verified listen the obtained audio files, but
the results are a guitar audio track which includes fragments of the voice signal.
Figure 6.5: Sequence 6a: Video frame of the original signal vs. Video frame of
the audio-visual motion map.
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Figure 6.6: Sequence 6a: Evolution of the audio-visual motion along the time
vs. audio training points extracted for the foreground (red curves)
Sequence 9a is similar to the previous one. Now the targets are a boy singing
a song and a boy playing the guitar. Besides the limitations analyzed for its
analogous signal, in this case, the length of the audio-visual signal does not
include a period where guitar is playing alone. Due to this training audio
samples are extracted erroneously and the audio model for this target is learnt
from the mixture. The solution for this would be to allow the longer duration
of sequences or provide a database with models for audio signals.
Finally for Sequences 8a and 10, audio-visual sources are perfectly extracted,
because they satisfies all the requirements and confirm the feasibility of our
method.
Sequence 8a is the audio-visual signal provided to the methods of our approach
to explain the process and show its performances.
Sequence 10 is similar to sequence 3 but a background compose of two audio
sources and without the distracting motion problem.
Furthermore, we have assessed the quantitative measures defined for the audio
activity detection, which are shown in Table 6.1. They express the feasibility
of our method with low values and even 0 for the Activity error rate. This
means a very low percentage of frames erroneously detected when sources are
playing alone. The percentage of right computed frames from the total of them,
is high for the main part of our sources and their rates are enough to achieve
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the suitable results.
ERRfore(%) ERRback(%) EFFfore(%) EFFback(%)
Sequence 3 1.98 0 100 39.66
Sequence 6a 0 4.1 21.33 76.35
Sequence 8a 0 0 76.22 50.97
Sequence 10 0 13.86 66.22 100
Table 6.3: Quantitative measures for audio sequences; Sequence 9a does not ap-
pear because does not respect the requirements for the suitable audio detection
The average processing time is not optimized yet, and present an important fluc-
tuation because of the iterative algorithm used to provide the prior information
for this process.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and future
research directions
In this report we have faced the challenge to develop a Semi-supervised method
to jointly extract audio-visual sources from a sequence.
As we have described during our work, the main targets of our method are
videos composed of musicians, singers or other sources of sound which would be
interesting to process and extract in order to provide them separately or apply
them to other signals to compose new audio-visual sequences.
The algorithm starts with the user interaction to set the prior information for
the video segmentation. The visual content of our audio-visual sequence must
be labelled into two parts: the desired object which defines our foreground and
the discarded content identified as background.
In order to achieve the suitable results of our audio separation goal, two require-
ments are imposed to the audio visual sources: at least one is in the background
and at least they are active alone and mixed once.
The audio separation will be provided by an automatic process, thus, it is not
necessary to set prior data for our purposes.
The video segmentation of the selected regions can be formulated as a question
of finding a cut over the video signal modelled as a graph [?]. The features
of the problem will be identified as the minimization of an energy function [7]
which describes the boundary and regional information characterizing the pixels
connections. The boundary term describes the neighboring relations and the
regional term defined by a novel approach adds the color information which is
modelled by a GMM estimation. Then a Graph Cut technique will be applied,
solving the problem with the algorithm known as Maximum-Flow/Minimum
Cut [7]. The procedure applies a contribution which consists of splitting the
sequence into groups of frames sharing the previous and last of them. This
aspect allows to perform a first segmentation and its following propagation
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taking the prior data from the shared information. Furthermore, it is possible
to improve any result applying a re-segmentation with new labelling data added
by user interaction.
This task is carried out by means of the performances of the interface. Thereby
successfully results are achieved, but some consideration has to be done. The
segmentation and its propagation along groups of frames are time consuming
steps. Furthermore when they are poor at first step, the user interaction is
required to correct them by labelling new points with the region where they
belong. Then the process becomes a hard task because it spends much time. It
would be interesting to improve this aspect to optimize this part. One option
we have considered is related to the algorithm performed over the graph. As
we explained in Section 2.3 it is possible to update the segmentation cut by
adapting and applying a modified algorithm for the residual matrix which is
part of the result of the first cut; therefore a solution can be obtained without
recomputing the graph and the cut from scratch. It should remarkably reduce
the time but it is only worth for improvements because they must be defined
over the matrix of the first segmentation. There is another possibility as we have
pointed out in Section 2.3 too, and it consist of changing the Gaussian Mixture
Model estimation for color distributions. Using another tool as the Improve
Fast Gaussian Transform which efficiently estimates sums of Gaussians, the
computational time should dramatically decreases from O(N*M) to O(N+M).
Following with the development of our method, the results of the video seg-
mentation must provide the key information to perform the automatic audio
separation. Thus it is necessary a process to link audio and video information.
This is carried out according to their synchronous relation. With this aim, we
apply the Audio-based video diffusion method [?] over the video signal. It pro-
vides the same sequence which is blurred where video motion is not coherent
to the audio energy. Next this signal will be applied to a temporal gradient to
provide an audio-visual motion map. This will be the description of the audio
events into a video signal.
We have to point out, the problem we can find here is when signal presents
a motion synchronous with the sound, but none audio event corresponds to
that. This is a limitation we call “audio-visual motion noise” as we explained
in the corresponding Sections. Its presence is difficult to avoid but we have
outperformed its effect over next steps to our goal.
Working with the information about the segmentation and the last results, we
can extract the amount of audio-visual motion for foreground and background.
The distribution of these values have been analyzed and we can observe its
division between two main levels which corresponds to the activity and inactivity
of its audio track. Applying a 1D GMM with 3 components, it is possible to
model the audio-visual motion behaviour and perform the detection of activity
periods. One Gaussian will describe the sparse values of movement due to
transitions between levels combined with the “audio-visual motion noise”. The
other two Gaussians will model the on/off audio states and its intersection will
provide the required threshold between them. Therefore evaluating the audio-
visual motion map according to this threshold we achieve the periods of activity
detection for each of our regions. At this stage we have to point out a question.
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If we are working with audio-visual sources which present low movements for
the production of the sound, the detection of this amount of motion will be
difficult to extract. Furthermore this can be masked by motion which does
not correspond with the audio signal but is synchronous with the sound. Then
periods of audio activity will not be successfully detected and next steps of our
method will be affected.
Finally processing the audio signal according to the periods of activity for our
regions, audio samples are achieved to set the prior information for the audio
separation. This means, audio samples for each source can be extracted when
it is known the are active alone. Therefore this result is applied as training
information to estimate spectral audio models by means of GMM for our audio
purposes. Assessing the audio signal with the spectral models we achieve the
separation of the audio sources.
Here an important problem can appear if our sequence does not respect our au-
dio requirements. If our sequence does not include foreground and background
active alone at least in one period, then audio training samples will not be ex-
tracted. This is because the criterion to learn sources is defined for one source
on and the remaining off, in order to avoid errors. The possible improvements
to outperform this situation are described during our work. Therefore one op-
tion is to improve the interface and how we manage the problem to allow longer
audio-visual sequences with more probabilities to include the three kind of audio
visual events of the audio requirements. Another improvement will be the addi-
tion of a database with audio models which could be integrated at the interface.
This will be the prior information selected by the user. Therefore it replaces the
whole audio training process. This will be a new method of supervised separa-
tion of audio sources. Another point to highlight is the success of the separation
will depend on the nature of the sources. If their harmonic contents presents
problems when playing together, the audio separation does not achieve a suc-
cessfully result. This is due to a low performance of the method which applies
the spectral separation, but this is the common behaviour for the current algo-
rithms in this framework. It none of this conditions are present we successfully
perform too the last step of our method: a suitable audio separation.
To summarize we have described our algorithm with its performances, limita-
tions and possible features to improve the method. Despite timing limitations
video segmentation is successfully achieved. Provided our audio-visual sequences
respect the audio requirements, audio separation gets the suitable result too. To
illustrate a possible application of our method in figures 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 it is shown
an audio visual composition with the results of the audio-visual extraction of
sources we have develop. The audio signal it would be a mixture of the guitars.
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Figure 7.1: Original audio-visual sequences.
Figure 7.2: Video segmentation of two audio-visual sequences.
Figure 7.3: Composition of two segmented audio-visual sources into a new back-
ground.
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